NATURE RANGERS INTERNSHIP

Teach 4th graders about the plants, people, geology, and wildlife of Santa Cruz while leading nature hikes at Pogonip.

**WHEN**
WEDNESDAYS
8:30am-12:30pm through spring quarter

**WHERE**
Pogonip Hiking Trails &
Santa Cruz Museum of Natural History
1305 East Cliff Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

**BENEFITS**
Direct experience teaching standards-based environmental science concepts

Monthly volunteer enrichment events

Experience working with a local non-profit organization

Training in outdoor education

**APPLY**
santacruzmuseum.org/volunteer-application
volunteer@santacruzmuseum.org
831-420-6115 x13 santacruzmuseum.org

**REQUIREMENTS**
EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

BASIC FIRST AID & CPR CERTIFICATION

PUBLIC SPEAKING AND GROUP LEADERSHIP SKILLS

WEDNESDAY AVAILABILITY

SANTA CRUZ MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY